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SECURE MEDIUM WITH DETECTABLE AND AUTHENTICATION

ELEMENTS

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

61/784,413, filed March 14, 2013, the entire contents of which are incorporated

herein.

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention is directed to a system and method for the protection of

data and other information that is affixed in a tangible medium. More specifically, the

present invention relates to a secure medium that includes features that allow the

medium to be tracked, identified and authenticated.

Background of the Invention

[0003] The protection and tracking of a tangible medium containing data, such as a

confidential paper, has recently become both more important and less successful.

This is because a tangible medium, such as papers, is typically very easy to hide and

remove from otherwise secure facilities. Further, the copying of a tangible medium

has become easier with the advent of more sophisticated copying devices. When

copies have been made, it is often difficult to determine what is an original and what

is a copy. Further, it is often difficult to determine where the copy originated.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] The described mediums include features that work together to create a

medium that can be tracked, identified and authenticated efficiently and accurately.

In addition, these features may be concealed to prevent or hinder potential copiers

from copying or passing off a copy as an original. Further, these features may allow

organizations to determine the origin of a copy.



[0005] An embodiment of a secure medium may include a detectable element

laminated between layers of the medium, and printed authentication elements on a

surface of the medium. The secure medium may be a sheet of paper.

[0006] The detectable element may, for example, be an Electro-Magnetic (EM)

element or a radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag.

[0007] The location of the detectable medium may be disguised, for example, by

using printed features on the medium. The printed authentication elements may be

printed with an ink that changes its characteristics and appears as different colors in

different types of light. The medium may further be scored to identify tampering.

[0008] Another embodiment of a secure medium may include a detectable element

adhered to a medium, and printed authentication elements on a surface of the medium.

The detectable element may be adhered to the medium such that removal of the

detectable element will damage or destroy the medium. The detectable element may,

for example, be an Electro-Magnetic (EM) element or a radio-frequency identification

(RFID) tag. The secure medium may be a sheet of paper. The printed authentication

elements may be printed with an ink that changes its characteristics and appears as

different colors in different types of light. The medium may further be scored to

identify tampering.

[0009] Another embodiment of a secure medium may include an intermediate

member adhered to a medium, a detectable element incorporated in the intermediate

member, and printed authentication elements on a surface of the medium. The

detectable element may be embedded within the intermediate member. The

detectable element may, for example, be an Electro-Magnetic (EM) element or a

radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag. The intermediate member may be adhered

to the medium such that removal of the intermediate member will damage or destroy

the medium. The printed authentication elements may be printed with an ink that



changes its characteristics and appears as different colors in different types of light.

The medium may further be scored to identify tampering.

[0010] Additional advantages of this invention will become readily apparent to those

skilled in the art from the following detailed description. As will be realized, this

invention is capable of other and different embodiments, and its details are capable of

modifications in various obvious respects, all without departing from this invention.

Accordingly, the examples and description are to be regarded as illustrative in nature

and not as restrictive.

Brief Description of the Drawin2S

[0011] Fig. 1 is an illustration of a secure paper including a detectable element

laminated within a sheet of paper.

[0012] Fig. 2 is an illustration of a secure paper including a detectable element

adhered to a label that is affixed to a sheet of paper.

[0013] FIG. 3 is an illustration of an embodiment of a secure paper with security

indicia.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0014] It is to be understood that the figures and descriptions of embodiments of the

present disclosure have been simplified to illustrate elements/steps relevant for a clear

understanding of the present disclosure, while eliminating, for the purpose of clarity,

other elements/steps found or used in typical presentations, productions, data delivery,

computing systems, devices and processes. Those of ordinary skill in the art may

recognize that other elements and/or steps are desirable and/or required in

implementing embodiments of the present disclosure. However, because such

elements and steps are well known in the art, and do not facilitate a better

understanding of the present disclosure, a discussion of such elements/steps is not

provided herein.



[0015] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a medium that can store

information. A particular example of such a medium is paper. However, it is to be

understood that the invention is not so limited, and other media could be used.

[0016] In some embodiments, the medium includes a detectable tracking element

such as an Electro-Magnetic (EM) filament or other tracking device. This detectable

element can be hidden in the medium by, for example, laminating it between layers of

the medium. For example, an EM filament may be embedded between two paper

layers to form a single piece of trackable paper. Removing the tracking device would

then require damaging or destroying the medium. In some embodiments the tracking

device is adhered to the medium, for example using an adhesive label or tape.

Preferably, the tracking device is adhered to the medium in such a way that removal

of the tracking device results in extensive damage or destruction of the medium.

[0017] In some embodiments, the location of the trackable element within the

medium is disguised. This can be done in a variety of manners. For example, lines or

other printable features can be printed on the paper at locations that correspond to the

location of the tracking element and locations that do not correspond to the location of

the trackable element. These printable features can disguise the actual location of the

trackable element. In some embodiments, additional elements may be laminated or

otherwise added to the medium to disguise the location of the actual trackable

medium. For example, in addition to laminating an EM filament in the paper,

additional non-EM filaments that have the same or similar visual characteristics as the

EM filament may also be laminated in the paper. By disguising the location of the

trackable element, the trackable element cannot be removed simply by

damaging/cutting the medium just at the location of trackable element.

[0018] In addition to the trackable element, in some embodiments the medium also

includes authentication elements or features that can be used to authenticate the

originality of the medium. By way of non-limiting example, the medium may include



features or elements printed with ink that appears as different colors in different types

of light. U.S. Patent application 13/099,498, incorporated by reference herein in it's

entirely, describes a pigment that may appear as a first color in one type of white light

and as a distinct second color in another type of white light. Based on the layouts of

the ink, different patterns of color may emerge that provide various types of

information relating to content and/or nature of the media. In addition, U.S.

Provisional Application Serial No. 61/766,372, incorporated by reference herein in

it's entirely, describes a characteristic verification system that includes security

marks, devices, systems and methods that may be used to authenticate a material good

such a paper or other medium.

[0019] In some embodiments, the medium may also include printed indicia that

prevents copying or indicates that a copy is a copy and not an original. This indicia

can be printed so that it is visually recognizable only on copies of the original.

[0020] Referring now to Fig. 1, an embodiment 100 is shown. The embodiment 100

includes a media 102 and a detectable element 104. Detectable element 104 may be

attached to, printed on, embedded within, or otherwise incorporated in the media 102.

Lines 106 can be lines or other printable features printed on media 102 to disguise the

location of detectable element 104.

[0021] The nature of the attachment may be particular to the type of detectable

element 104. The location, shape and size of detectable element 104 as shown in Fig.

1 is exemplary only.

[0022] Referring now to Fig. 2, another embodiment 200 is shown. The embodiment

200 includes a media 102 and a detectable element 104 as in Fig. 1, but the detectable

element 104 is applied to media 102 by an intermediate member 206, such as an

adhesive label. Detectable element 104 may be attached to, printed on, embedded

within, or otherwise incorporated in the intermediate member 206. The nature of the

attachment may be particular to the type of detectable element 104. The location,



shape and size of detectable element 104 and intermediate member 206 as shown in

Fig. 2 is exemplary only.

[0023] Detectable element 104 may also be used as part of a laminated system such as

being incorporated between media that are laminated together. This can, for example,

secure and/or insulate detectable element 104 from exterior conditions such as if the

media is accidentally exposed to water or other exterior conditions.

[0024] Detectable element 104 may be used as part of a system wherein blank media

102 is supplied to copiers, facsimile machines and the like to enable copies or

facsimile transmissions to store information in a protected format as contemplated by

the present invention. Blank media may also contain other security indicia as shown

in Fig. 3 or markings contemplated herein this disclosure as well as wherein such

indicia or markings and combinations further provide authentication features and

protections.

[0025] Below follows several non-limiting examples of detectable element 104.

[0026] Detectable element 104 may include ink having certain physical properties

that varies relative to its environment.

[0027] Another type of ink would include some type of particle(s) suspended therein

that react to particular environment conditions. Ink with magnetic particles or dipole

based materials may exhibit certain physical characteristics that can be detected at

range.

[0028] Detectable element 104 may be one or more threads having properties similar

to the inks noted above. These threads could be woven into the media 102 or the

intervening member 206, and be similarly detectable. Multiple threads having

different characteristics and/or orientations could be used to create distinct patterns.

[0029] Detectable element 104 may be an electromagnetic element or component that

may be passive and/or active and may function to identify the document, track and



trace the location of the document and trigger, for example, a detection system should

the article be transported from a secure location.

[0030] By way of non-limiting example, the detectable element 104 may be a location

related device, such as a GPS device. The device would preferably include a GPS

receiver, memory, a wireless modem, and/or power source. The GPS receiver would

determine its position, either periodically or on demand, to determine its location, and

could transmit that information. The GPS device could also have some type of

identifier and/or other information about the media 102 that it would also transmit,

either separately or collectively, with position data. Power could be supplied by a

small local power source, such as a battery or an inductor responsive to external

stimulation by an appropriate radio signal.

[0031] In another example, the detectable element may be a RFID tag, which includes

an antenna and a media that stores an identifier and/or other information about the tag

or the media 102. When in the presence of a tuned external radio signal, the tag will

transmit its identifier and/or other information.

[0032] There are many types of information that the detectable element 104 may

provide. For example, the information may identify the content or type of content of

media 102. In another example, the information may identify a classification of the

document, such as public, secret or top secret. In this manner the information may be

unique to each detectable element 104, or specific to a group of detectable elements

104. For example, unique information may be a unique code within that tracking

system so that the detectable identifier is not confused with any other. A

classification type of information may be the same for multiple detectable identifiers

104.

[0033] Detectable element 104 may function to identify the media 102 in which it is

incorporated, including, for example, portions of the medium such as each page of a

document. Detectable element 104 may further provide a signal that may be detected



by a reader, receiver or the like, thereby identifying the media 102, content in media

102 and/or the location of media 102.

[0034] Detectable element 104 may be capable of being detected among a group of

media 102 which media may or may not include other detectable elements.

Preferably, each detectable element 104 has a unique signature or identifying code,

although as noted above this need not be the case. While the detectable element 104

element may be active, passive or a combination of these features, preferably it is a

passive element that responds to energy being delivered by a detector or system of

detectors as is more fully disclosed herein.

[0035] Detectable element 104 may be used in combination with features of the

medium to impart further security features. The type of security may be partially

dependent upon the type of detectable element. For example, tampering with the inks,

threads and/or patterns of the inks/threads may change the way those inks respond

and/or appear; such tampering may comprise scoring 108, as shown in Fig. 1, in a

manner that upon tampering the medium tears, shreds or deforms in a manner that

may be obvious to the naked eye or may be unobvious but otherwise detectable by

some reader. For electronic based detail elements 104, tampering with the electronics

may trigger an alarm, such as by interrupting a continuous circuit.

[0036] The detectable element 104 may become part of a system wherein detectors

make it possible to locate the medium within a building or room therein as well as to

track the movement of the media 102. For example, detectors could be placed at

various stations in a multi-stage or step approval process and thus the timeliness

and/or efficiency of the examination may be measured and/or delay in a given step be

calculated and remedied. If a specific sequence of steps is contemplated and any one

step is missed, the system would enable quality control to remove the particular item

from a batch being processed for reprocessing/completion of the missing step or

discarded if such missing step were cause for a defect.



[0037] The media 102 may be such that it could cause data, information and/or

condition to be uploaded to the Internet from which other interested persons could

track the particular medium, relevant conditions the medium was exposed, location,

process etc.

[0038] The foregoing components may form part of an inventory control system, anti-

counterfeiting system, track and trace system through a supply chain, as well as to

monitor conditions to which the detectable element 104 was exposed; for example

temperature, moisture, date stamping/aging sensors or mechanisms as a part of or in

communication with the detectable element 104 to provide such information when

detected by the detectors and/or data from the medium is uploaded or uplinked into

the system.

[0039] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that modifications and variations

may be made in the systems and methods of the present disclosure without departing

from the spirit or scope of the invention. It is intended that the present disclosure

cover the modifications and variations of this invention provided they come within the

scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.



CLAIMS

What is claimed as new and desired to be protected by Letters Patent of the United

States is:

1. A secure medium comprising:

a detectable element laminated between layers of a medium; and

printed authentication elements on a surface of the medium.

2. The secure medium of claim 1, wherein the detectable element is an

Electro-Magnetic (EM) element.

3. The secure medium of claim 1, wherein the detectable element is a

radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag.

4. The secure medium of claim 1, wherein the secure medium is a sheet

of paper.

5. The secure medium of claim 1, wherein the location of the detectable

medium is disguised.

6. The secure medium of claim 4, wherein the location of the detectable

medium is disguised using printed features on the medium.

7. The secure medium of claim 1, wherein the printed authentication

elements are printed with an ink that changes its characteristics and appears as

different colors in different types of light.

8. The secure medium of claim 1, wherein the medium is scored to

identify tampering.

9. A secure medium comprising:

a detectable element adhered to a medium; and

printed authentication elements on a surface of the medium.

10. The secure medium of claim 9, wherein the detectable element is

adhered to the medium such that removable of the detectable element will damage or

destroy the medium.

11. The secure medium of claim 9, wherein the detectable element is an

Electro-Magnetic (EM) element.

12. The secure medium of claim 9, wherein the detectable element is a

radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag.



13. The secure medium of claim 9, wherein the secure medium is a sheet

of paper.

14. The secure medium of claim 9, wherein the printed authentication

elements are printed with an ink that changes its characteristics and appears as

different colors in different types of light.

15. The secure medium of claim 9, wherein the medium is scored to

identify tampering.

16. A secure medium comprising:

an intermediate member adhered to a medium;

a detectable element incorporated in the intermediate member; and

printed authentication elements on a surface of the medium.

17. The secure medium of claim 16, wherein the detectable element is

embedded within the intermediate member.

18. The secure medium of claim 16, wherein the detectable element is an

Electro-Magnetic (EM) element.

19. The secure medium of claim 16, wherein the detectable element is a

radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag.

20. The secure medium of claim 16, wherein the printed authentication

elements are printed with an ink that changes its characteristics and appears as

different colors in different types of light.
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